FROM THE EDITOR
I would like to encourage all Sir Knights to submit articles,
letters, pictures, or comments for inclusion into this
supplement. Articles need to be submitted to me by the 1st of
the month for the next issue. (March 25th for the April issue.)
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE LEGEND
OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Legends surround the location of the Templars’ first headquarters on the Temple
Mount, which had been assigned to them by King Baldwin II of Jerusalem. They were
in operation there for 75 years.

The Temple Mount is sacred ground to Jews, Christians, and Muslims, and is the
location of the ruins of Solomon’s Temple, and the ancient resting place of the Ark
of the Covenant. Pseudo-historical books such as The Holy Blood and the Holy Grail
theorise that the Templars could have discovered documents hidden in the ruins
of the Temple, possibly “proving” that Jesus survived the Crucifixion or possibly
“proving” Jesus was married to Mary Magdalene and had children by her. Indeed,
the supposition that the Templars must have found something under the Temple
Mount lies at the heart of most Templar legends and pseudo-historical theories, also
popularised by French author Louis Charpentier. There is no physical or documentary
evidence, however, to support such a supposition. It is true that they are documented
as having carried a piece of the True Cross into some battles, but this was probably a
portion of a timber that was discovered during the 4th century by Saint Helena, the
mother of the Emperor Constantine.
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Some historians and authors have tried to draw a link from Freemasonry and its many
branches to the Templars. This alleged link remains a point of debate. Degrees in the
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite such as the Knight of Saint Andrew, the Knight
of Rose-Croix, and the 32nd Degree in Consistory make reference to a “Masonic
Knights Templar” connection, but this is usually dismissed as being ceremonial and
not historical fact.
John J. Robinson argues for the Templar-Masonic connection in his book Born
in Blood: The Lost Secrets of Freemasonry, in which he alleges that some French
Templars fled to Scotland after the suppression of the Order, fearing persecution
from both Church and state. He claims they sought refuge with a lodge of Scottish
stonemasons within which they
began to teach the virtues of
chivalry and obedience, using
the builders tools as a metaphor;
and eventually they began taking
in “speculative masons” (men of
other professions) in order to
ensure the continuation of the
Order. According to Robinson,
the Order existed in secret in this
form until the formation of the
United Grand Lodge of England
in 1717. An example of TemplarMasonic transitory symbolism
can supposedly be found in
Rosslyn Chapel owned by the
first Earls of Rosslyn, a family with
well documented ties to Scottish
Freemasonry, however Rosslyn
Chapel itself dates from at least
100 years after the suppression of
the Templars.
Jacques de Molay (c. 1244 – 18 March 1314)
was the 23rd and last Grand Master of the Knights
Templar, leading the Order from 20 April 1292 until it
was dissolved by order of Pope Clement V in 1307.
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